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Celeste will refine cuts if tax repeal approved
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The Celeste Administration "edited and refined" yesterday a list of $1.56 billion
in spending cuts it says will be ordered if a tax repeal measure on the
Nov. S ballot is approved.
Specific reductions by agency and
items that will be excluded from cuts
are to be outlined later this week by
Cristina Sale, director of the Office of
Budget and Management.
Issue 3 is a proposed constitutional
amendment that would repeal all tax
increases enacted by the General

Assembly this year, chiefly the 90
percent boost in the income tax.
A companion measure, Issue 2,
would require a three-fifths legislative vote instead of a simple majority to enact future tax increases.
William Shkurti, OBM deputy director, said the list of anticipated cuts
does not account for the possibility
that legislators would enact a substitute tax package if the repeal passes.
"WE'RE ASSUMING these cuts

would be done by executive order,"
Shkurti said. "We are putting it together. It's still being edited and
refined."
The Ohio Department of Taxation
has projected that repeal would cost
the state $1.56 billion in revenues for
Fiscal Year 1965, which begins July 1,
1984.
In separate news conferences last
week, officials said elementary and
secondary education would lose $637
million while higher education spending would be cut by $260 million. That

leaves $653 million to be spread over
the rest of state government.
As fiscal analysts completed work
on the list of potential cuts, a trade
association and a coalition of parents
with school children voiced opposition
to Issues 2 and 3.
The Ohio Hotel and Motel Association said passage of the measures
would have "clearly devastating effects" on the state.
It would place in jeopardy the $10
million which the state has budgeted

over the next two years for travel and
tourism promotion.
"WE DON'T have any official word
from the administration on that particular point," Peter Faoro, association executive vice president, said.
"But given that the travel and tourism program has been highly visible,
has in some areas been extremely
controversial, it would seem that
since we are new in the entire promotion game that if (Issues) 2 ana 3 pass
it would be one of the first if not

absolutely the first item to go on the
chopping block," Faoro said.
Calling itself'Save Our Schools," a
group of parents with children in
Franklin County districts called for
defeat of both issues. Les Somogyi of
Reynoldsburg, spokesman for the coalition, said the new state budget had
offered the potential for stability in
education funding.
"Once again, however, we are facing another threat, another battle,
another political prostitution of the
educational system," Somogyi said.
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Telephone costs may change
by Morcy Grande
stall reporter

Editor's Note: This is the second
story in a two-part series concerning telephone services.
After new federal regulations are
applied Jan. 1, 1964, University students and area residents may have
the option of subscribing to a longdistance telephone service.
These regulations will allow telephone companies such as Sprint, access to enter markets now serviced by
major telephone companies.
One of these markets includes the
city of Bowling Green and the University. According to Rod Farthing,
Sprint account representative, Sprint
is expecting to break into the local
telephone network now serviced by
the General Telephone Company of
Ohio.

"We hope to be in Bowling Green
within a year," Farthing said. "By
that time, there should be access to au
long distance carriers."
Farthing said his company has kept
in contact with University administrators, but it would take at least a
year because costly lines must be
installed and nothing can be started
until the ruling goes into effect.
THE TOLL SERVICE Sprint plans
to offer will be different from that of
GTE. Currently, on-campus students
pay for a $15 billing number (if they
want to call long-distance from their
dorm rooms) plus toe cost of toe
phone calls. Area residents pay for
their long-distance calls, while the
long-distance flat fee is included in
the monthly service charge.
Farthing said Sprint would reduce
GTE bills by 25 percent.

"If a person's bill is $50 for one
month, we could cut that down by
$17," Farthing said.
However, Sprint plans to charge its
customers a flat rate of $5 per month
for a private long-distance authorization number which works much like
GTE's billing number.
Since GTE's total billing fee for oncampus students would be much less
than Sprint's monthly flat fee, Farthing said it would not be advisable for
students to get Sprint's service.
According to Thomas Minnich, area
representative for GTE, all phone
companies' rates will go down due to
the deregulations.
"Right now, federal regulations
force phone companies to divide customers' long-distance payments. But
AT&T said they shouldn't have to
divide up the payments if the market
is going to be deregulated, so phone
companies won't have to charge so
much," Minnich said.

Hearing on prison's closing set

photo by/Can Lee Otani

Go fetch!

Michael Due, sophomore construction technology major, spent yesterday's return to summer
weather with his dog, Nicky, playing catch in the pond behind the Student Recreation Center.

officials asked Duncan earlier this
year to keep the prison open until at
least mid-1965 because o! crowding.
They say there is no room elsewhere
for inmates housed there.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A new
federal court hearing has been set on
the future of the old Ohio Penitentiary.
Judge Robert Duncan of U.S. District Court said he will conduct the
hearing Oct. 11 on recommendations
by special masters to close the prison,
now known as the Columbus Correctional Facility, by Dec. 31.

The Communications Workers of
America, Council of Public Workers
said Monday that a sudden closing
threatens the jobs of 450 employees.

The closing is scheduled under a
1979 federal court consent decree ending a lawsuit challenging conditions
at the 149-year-old prison. Corrections

"I think everybody was operating
on the assumption that the penitentiary would be left open," John Gideon, CWA legal counsel said.

"Nobody took seriously the possibility
that it would be closed."
Donald Walters, president of the
CWA branch at the prison, called for
"a limited extension of time" to ensure the orderly reduction of inmate
population and transfer of staff.
People are extremely nervous
over there," Gideon said. "This has
hit like a bombshell."
Duncan ordered state officials to
file objections to closure by next Monday.

Soldier's condition good after Beirut sniper fire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The Lebanese army exchanged fire with Moslem snipers yesterday in Beirut and
an Italian member of the international force was wounded despite a
civil war cease-fire. The army said
rival militias were exploiting the
truce to rearm.
Government soldiers shot back at
toe snipers in the Shiite Moslem
Chiyah district of southern Beirut
wounding "several" gunmen, an
army communique said.
A spokesman tor the Italian contin-

gent of the multinational force said
one wounded man was reported in
good condition after being struck in a
thigh by a bullet. Several Italian
positions in the capital are near Lebanese army posts that came under
sniper fire.
The United States and Saudi Arabia
arranged the Monday cease-fire that
curbed the latest round of Lebanon's
civil war, in which the army and
Christian militias have battled Druse
militias and Shiite Moslems in Beirut's southern slums and nearby
mountains.

BUT THE army accused the Druse
and their allies yesterday of using the
cease-fire to reinforce their positions
facing government forces in the central mountains. The army accusation
coincided with reports in the Lebanese press that the Druse militiamen
considered the truce to be only temporary.
State-run Beirut radio announced
formation of a committee comprised
of army officials and representatives
of Christian, Druse and Shiite militias. The committee was supposed to

meet yesterday at the Defense Ministry in suburban Yarze outside Beirut, the radio said.
But a source in the Shiite Moslem
militia Amal said the parties could
not agree on the location, escorts and
security guarantees, so the conference was delayed by at least one day.
Minister of Public Works Pierre
Khoury said if the cease-fire held,
state-run Middle East Airways would
resume operations tomorrow from
Beirut international airport, which
has been closed since Aug. 28.

VS. OFFICIALS have stressed
what they call the importance of
dispatching observers to the mountain front lines if the cease-fire is to be
maintained and a conference of national reconciliation among the feuding political factions can begin.
Beirut newspapers reported that
U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez
de Cuellar had contacted President
Amin Gemayel of Lebanon and President Hafez Assad of Syria about formation of the monitoring force.
Gen. Franco Angioni, commander
of the 2,100-man Italian contingent of

the multinational force patrolling Beirut, said the Beirut government had
asked Italy to provide up to 250 additional troops to monitor the ceasefire.
The multinational force also includes U.S. Marines, French troops
and British soldiers. It was sent to
Beirut a year ago at the Lebanese
government's request to help the
army reassert control following the
Israeli invasion and withdrawal of
Palestinian guerrillas from the capital.

Admissions, Development recruiting minorities
by Monica Orotz
staff reporter

Editor's Nete: This is the first story
1» a three-part series dealing with
minority recruitment.
A continuing concern over the drop
in minority enrollment to the University is being dealt with in joint efforts
by both the Office of Admissions and
Student Development
Since 1979 the percentage of enrollment for minorities such as blacks
and Hispanics has decreased, accord-

ing to statistics by the Office of Planning and Budgeting.
Clarence Terry, Jr., director of
student development, said this problem is present at many colleges and
may begin in high school. He said
many students are being directed into
courses of study that are not college
preparatory.
Terry added students are hindered
by financial problems. Because of
lack of funds or available aid, many
students are choosing community colleges for two-year programs of study.
EFFORTS TO increase the num-

-the bottom lineHot hood
ornaments
decorous?

Someone's tree is going to look like
Henry Ford's trophy case this
Christmas, with various hood ornaments dangling from the boughs.
Last weekend, 10 hood ornaments
were stolen from cars parked in lot 17
which is behind the Union, according
to Public Safety reports.
Associate director of Public Safety
Dean Gerkens suggested the incidents
could possibly be connected with the
Miami game, but a similar incident
took place Sept. 19 in the same lot

bers of minorities are taking on a new
vein at the University.
"Right now there's a big boost to
get more qualified minority students," Terry said. "Our goals and
obligations when this program was
set up were to recruit the educationally and financially disadvantaged
Now they are working to recruit all
minority students, he said.
The task of attracting students to
the University is not the lob of student
development alone, Terry said.
"Each college and department should

"The hood ornaments are taken
from expensive cars," Gerkens said.
He added that the problem was not
limited to just the University campus,
but it was happening ail over.
"Some officers from the University
of Toledo received the same complaints," be said.
"The suspects aren't necessarily
students, but whoever is stealing
them is supposedly making jewelrylike belt buckles," Gerkens said.

gear recruitment toward minority
students," he said.
Although minority recruitment has
come a long way, there are still problems to encounter.
"It wasn't too long ago that there
were only a handful of minorities on
campus/' Terry said. "It's still not a
place where minorities would gravitate to," he said, referring to the
availability of minority identification
and social life at the University. In
addition, he said, other colleges may
be offering more attractive financial
packages.

"Some think that Bowling Green is
a very objective institution.. . others
feel that we're very bigoted," he said.
He said the Office of Admissions
launched a recruiting network last
spring to deal with minority recruitment.
The goals right now are to discover
the best way to reach students,
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JOHN MARTIN, director of admissions, said that to some, the University may not seem a very attractive
institution.
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• For students educational benefit,
computers are now housed in f our
residence halls. Page 3.
• President Reagan to ask for congressional approval to expand the
role of U. S. troops in Lebanon.
Page 4.

whether by mail, phone or in person,
Martin said. In addition, the Office of
Admissions plans to produce an informative brochure to answer questions
minorities may have about the cultural opportunities and identification at
the University.
Martin attributed one reason for
decline in minority enrollment to financial aspects. A combination of
decreased financial aid and information about financial aid hurt all students, he said, but especially students
coining from families unfamiliar with
higher education.

weather

Sunny today with highs in the low
70s Clear and cool tonight Lows
around 50
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editorial

USG elections
only the first step
rpoday and tomorrow Undergraduate Student Government
X will hold elections for on- and off-campus district representatives to the General Assembly, the legislative body of
USG.
As usual, a low turn out of voters is expected. Students
should be more concerned with who represents them in the
General Assembly than past voting habits suggest them to
be. Their vote is important to the process of government. The
role of students, however, does not end with that vote. They
should use their representatives to bring problems to USG's
attention.
Just as with any legislator, the job of the district representatives is to present the problems of their constituents to the
assembly. One third of that assembly is comprised of district
representatives while the other two thirds consist of at-large
representatives and organization representatives.
Students often complain about problems they have had
with the bursar, financial aid, residence life policies, landlords, etc. Those greivances, if taken to assembly representatives, can, with hope, be dealt with.
The vote is the first step of this process. Below is a map of
the five USG districts on campus. One representative from
each district will be elected along with five off-campus
representatives (a list of candidates was printed in yesterday's News).
Complaints don't accomplish much if the right people don't
hear them. Even then problems sometimes don't receive
attention unless constant pressure is applied on the people
whose job it is to investigate them. Students need to vote and
to make their representatives aware of their concerns if they
want to receive the proverbial grease of the squeaky wheel.

Soviet Union not an 'evil empire'
by Oary Wills
In "Casablanca," Claude Rains is
shocked, simply shocked, to bear
there is gambling in Rick's club - and
he says so, while he pockets his winnings. President Reagan has been
playing Rains' role as he exercises his
horror at the way Russia has lied
about the downed Korean plane.
It is hard for us to know the extent
of that lying, since we know so little
about the episode; but it is fair to
assume the Russians are lying if they
think that serves their interests. Does
that make Russia the evil empire of
President Reagan's nightmares? Perhaps. But what does that make us?
Put in embarrassing or disgraceful
situations, American rulers have
been very quick to lie. President
Eisenhower lied about violating Soviet air space with U-2s; he not only
lied, but lied clumsily, and had to
admit he was lying (like the Russians
reversing their first claim not to have
shot down the Korean airliner).
President Kennedy lied when he
said there had been no provocation
preceding the arrival of missiles in
Cuba. He knew of the CIA's plots
against Castro's life and regime, because be had ordered them. In the
affair, Kennedy was lying to his own
people, as well as to the rest of the
world, and Khrushchev was telling
the truth about Cuba's need to defend
itself.
President Nixon lied about his private war in Cambodia; even the Air
Force records of the bombing runs
there were a chain of lies. And, once
again, the lying was not simply meant
to mislead enemies but to fool the
American Congress and people.
The FBI, which is supposed to be
limited to the investigation of crimes,
committed crimes against its chosen
enemies - people such as Martin
Luther King Jr. - and used lies to

provoke mutual animosities among
black leaders.
President Reagan constantly tells lies
about his past. Lou Cannon, in his
biography of Reagan, has sorted out
the things that cannot be true. Reagan
did not, as he claims, inform an
official of a foul that made his football
team lose. He did not learn about war
by acting in "Journey's End." He did
not do a Tot of things he claims he did.
Reagan remakes nis past at will, to
suit the political needs of the moment.

The only defense left him is that he is
no longer morally capable of lying,
since he cannot distinguish wishful
thinking from reality.
Does our shameful national record
of lying mean we are no different
from the Russians? Of course not. But
it does mean that we are all men - a
healthy thing to remember in period
of smug righteousness, when political
complexity is reduced to a Manichean
struggle of virtue against evil.
There are no evil empires on earth,

and no righteous kingdoms, either just regimes variously weak or sinful.
And the political struggle is not to be
remitted by the obliteration of whole
peoples, by genocide practiced in the
name pf exorcism. Only those ignorant of their own devils can be so
confident they are destroying Satan
and all his works if they just destroy
some other nation.
Gary Wills Is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

Indexation will protect taxpayers
by Kenneth York

Painting without pay
builds more condos
by Art Buchwld
I never believe government figures
when it comes to how the nation's
economy is doing. I talk to people. In
the put months I discovered, while
orders are up in the building business,
payments are slowing down.
A painter told me, "I can get all the
wort I want right now. The only
problems I have are collecting for it
after I do the job."
"Why don't you ask for the money
up front?" I asked.
"If I do that I can't get the job. I
have this building contractor I work
for and he couldn't sell his condos
until they were painted. So he came to
me and said, 'I'll give you $25,000 to
paint my apartments.' I said, 'When
will I get paid?' And he said, 'As soon
as you finish the job.' Then I said,
■Where do I get the money now to pay
for the paint and my workers?' And
he said, "The same place I get mine,
from the bank. Look, just tell me if
you don't want the contract. I can
always get somebody else.' "
"So what did you do?" I asked.
"A job's a job, so I painted his
condos. When I finished I gave him
my bill. He said he'd send me a check
in the rooming. A week later I called
to find out where the check was, and
bis secretary said the contractor was
racing in a sailboat to Bermuda.
"Three weeks later I bumped into
him coining out of a fancy restaurant
with a bunch of friends, and he introduced me as the best painter in Washington. He said it was lucky he ran
into me because he was the bank
wouldn't lend him any more money to
finish the new condominiums until he
paid back his loan on the ones I
painted. I said, 'It doesn't solve my
problem because the same bank
" i me to pay back. He wanted to

know if I would do the painting job on
the new development or not.
"I had to say okay. If I didn't paint
the second ones I had no chance of
getting my money back on the first
ones. But I was tough about it. I
demanded a deposit before I picked
up a paintbrush."
"As a down payment for the second
job?"
"No, as partial payment for the
first one. How could I ask him for
money for the second job when he still
owed me for the other?"
"And he agreed to do it?"
"He said it was only fair. The next
morning he sent over a small check
with a nice note saying as soon as I
finished the condos of the second
development I would be paid in full
for both jobs."
"So you painted the second condos,
and then what happened?"
"I didn't hear from him for three
months. I was about to turn it over to
a lawyer when I got a call from him
asking me if I was interested in painting an old office building he had just
bought in downtown Washington. I
said, 'Where's my money for the other
two paint jobs?'

It has been said that only two things
in life are certain: death and taxes.
While no one has yet found a way to
cheat death, the Congress did find a
way to cheat on taxes - but only until
1964 when indexation of tax rates
becomes law. There are members of
Congress who are ever so quietly
seeking its repeal. The effect on taxpayers is far-reaching, yet not widely
appreciated. While we all know that
taxes are the price we pay for government services, our knowledge of the
rest of the taxation process tends to be
vague and murky. It need not be; it is
just three easy steps...
First, the government has no
money. Every dollar it spends it must
get from us. When the government
opens its checkbook, it is opening
yours too. This may seem intuitively
obvious, but it is not universally understood. There are those who think
the government is endlessly wealthy,
a kind of rich uncle with pockets
always full of loose change.
Second, aside from charitable contributions (which are tax deductible)
there are only two ways for the government to get money to pay its bills.
It can levy taxes, which are generally
unpopular with taxpayers, who prefer
to spend their money in a way that
they deem appropriate rather than

letting the government spend their
money in a way that it deems appropriate. Even taxation with representation is cause to grumble.
The only other alternative is to print
more money. The effect of this is
inflation proportional to the increase
in the money supply. If the government prints more money to the
amount of 10% of all the money in
money supply, everyone's dollars become worth 10% less, that is, 10%
inflation. Few people see the connection between the Congress spending
more than it collects in taxes and
inflation. In the days of full-bodied
money people could more easily tell
that their king had inflated to pay his
debt because the coins contained a
smaller percentage of gold and a
higher percentage of base metals.
During the triple-digit inflation of
Diocletian, coins were almost devoid
of gold. Lincoln paid for the cost of the
Civil War by substituting "greenbacks" for gold. In these days of high
technology debasing the currency is
even more easily achieved with electronic blips on computer screens.
Third, tax rates come in just three
varieties. If the taxes are rate regressive, people who earn less pay a
higher rate than those who earn more.
This tax rate structure is almost
uniformly unpopular, but not imaginary - social security and sales taxes

are effectively regressive. If the tax
rate is proprotional, everyone pays
the same rate regardless of income
level. While this seems fair on the
surface, it is generally argued that
those with higher incomes are better
able to pay and should therefore pay a
higher rate. A progressive tax rate
taxes higher incomes at a higher rate
than lower incomes, but the tax burden is approximately equal for everyone in real terms.
When a progressive income tax is
combined with inflation a strange
thing happens: bracket creep. Inflation pushes people into higher tax
rates even if their purchasing power
stays constant. For example, a single
person in 1972, who earned $20,000 was
taxed at the 38% rate for a total tax
(after deductions) of $5230. By I960, to
have the same purchasing power this
person would need to earn $40,000, but
would be taxed at the 50% rate, for a
total tax of $13,500. This is a tax
increase of a full 12% (or $8270)
without the passage of a bill to increase taxes.
Indexation adjusts the tax rates to
compensate for inflation so that only
real increases in income and purchasing power are taxed at higher rates.
Indexing protects taxpayers from unlegislated tax increases in the same
way that cost of living allowances
protect people on social security from

someone else's valuable property and that any employee is subject to dissecondly, I blame the University for missal WITHOUT CAUSE. If the jobs
not providing proper supervision of of long time, dedicated hospital emlots designated for on-campus student ployees can be terminated without
parking. Why am I paying two dollars cause why hasn't this been discussed
a week for a parking permit? It is with each employee as he or she was
certainly not tor protection. Many being hired?
University parking lot
like myself have to have
This high handed policy, made
scene of car vandalism students,
cars at school and it is not very known to all employees in a recent
encouraging
to
know
that
your
car
is
handout accompanying paychecks, is
As a college student, I never expected to encounter high school not safe In a lot owned by the Univer- a prime example of big time tactics,
sity.
Needless
to
say,
I
shall
never
trying to make WRONG look RIGHT!
Cranks. But that is exactly what I
wood County Hospital is a major
ave encountered these past few bring my car to Bowling Green again.
employer
in the Bowling Green area.
weeks at BGSU.
Glngor Pullan
The hospital is also an important
Out of necessity, I had to brine my
320 Rodgor» Wood County landmark representing
mother's car with me to school for
care and compassion. Behind this
five weeks this past month. I followed
antiseptic facade is an illustration of
University regulations and parked it Wood County Hospital
brute inconsideration; worst of all
in one of the on-campus student parkthis attack on unorganized labor is
"He said he used it as a down ing lots; lot 9 on Troup Street by firing policy unfair
payment on the old building he WBGU-TV. I felt my car would be
Why does the Wood County Hospital targeted directly toward those who
wanted me to paint. Once it was fixed safe in this campus-authorized lot.
administration have the right to fire have dedicated their lives to caring
up he planned to sell it at a large
I found out that I was wrong. I left dedicated employees without cause, for the sick and the dying.
profit, and he had me down for a $5,- my car in lot 9 on Sept. 11 and kept it as described recently in the Bowling
If we were living in toe 1930s and
000 bonus.
there through the week. After return- Green dry newspaper, The Dally Sen- 1940s this issue would not be surpris"I said I wasn't born yesterday and ing to pick up the car Sept. 16,1 found tinel-Tribune?
ing at all. In fact, unsecure employif I agreed to do the job it would cost mat the hood ornment on my Grand
The hospital's newly written and ment was all the ammunition
him $90,000 plus a $15,000 bonus."
Prix had been torn off. This couldn't published policy specifies factually required by organized labor to pro"What did he say to that?"
have been just knocked off, it had to
Clear Views
"He said, 'What choice do I have? be deliberately yanked off.
Workmen always have contractors
I dismissed mis as a fluke prank
over a barrel.'"
until after leaving the car in the lot
again Sept 18,1 retrieved it again on
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the the 24th. I found that the movable
boa Angeles Times Syndicate.
cover to my trunk lock had been
broken off. This again, had to be a
deliberate act
TrtBGNtW;
Julia Thornton
Copy Editor
VtaVI Hatnhart
Don't people realize that they are
Managing Editor
Erin Eimon!
Ant. Copy Editor
Oaboroh Schmook
destroying valuable property? WithAnt. Managing Editor.Corolyn Von Schalk
out these two items, the car loses its
Awt. Copy Editor
Rita Fararwc
«port» WMor
Tom Hltak
Edltorlol Editor
Jeaaph Groy
classic look and therefore, loses some
Maw. Editor
Mlchoal D. Towl.
of its resale value. I thought that I
Aon. Sporti Editor
Marc Daiph
-antortauuoanl Editor
Fan Millar
could leave my mother's car in a
A*.!. •Frldoy' Editor
Garatd Cottonao
"Wdoy" Editor
Scott ». Corpantor
campus authorized lot and be confiOilaf Photogrophar
Patrick Sondor
Muaarrt Adv. Mgr
Gaorga E. Sin. Jr.
Wlro Editor
Chrli truth
dent of its safety. These incidents
Aul Copy Editor
Mary Gllpon
have proven me very wrong.
Production Suparviior
Robart A. Watch
I blame two groups for this incident.
First, I blame the immature people
who feel it is necessary to destroy

erosion in purchasing power due to
inflation. While indexing tax rates is
not of much interest to those already
in the highest tax bracket, it is vitally
important to those with lower incomes. The Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia reports that due to
bracket creep and increases in social
security taxes, the average family
that is just keeping pace with inflation
will, even after the recent tax cuts,
pay more in taxes in 1984 than it did in
1980. The prospects for families earning less than average or failing to
keep up with inflation are even more
dismal.
It is easy to see why some members
of Congress wish to repeal indexation,
because it pulls the plug on their
magical money machine. Formerly,
Congress could spend billions of dollars without passing tax bills, paying
off the debt by printing more money.
The resulting inflation would push
people into higher tax brackets and
the government would collect more
tax revenues. By indexing tax rates
the government can no longer benefit
by its own profligacy, and the most
powerful constituency favoring inflation is eliminated.
Kenneth York, a columnist for the
News, is a third year graduate student In Industrial psychology.
mote it's powerful advance. Job security is the driving force in a labor
union's appeal to non-organized workers. It is a highly regarded appeal.
As a long time member of the
Northwest Ohio community, I neither
advocate nor wholeheartedly agree
with many of the causes of labor
unions today. However, with the
threat of being fired without cause
being prevalent, a labor union would
be a valuable asset to help guide the
undetermined future of Wood Country
Hospital employees.
In honor of such devoted and hard
working employees throughout America we celebrated the Labor Day
weekend earlier this month. Unfortunately, the recent Wood County Hospital proclamation does not give reason
for celebration, even to the Hospital's
tenured employees.
Cynthia A Stranehan
P.O. Box 61S4
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USG against issues
by Nancy B«och
start reporter

Undergraduate Student Government pined three resolutions at their
regular meeting yesterday urging
students to vote against the first three
issues on the November Ohio ballot.
USG President Brian Baird said he
felt the issues were important because they can affect students directly if they pass. Issue 1 would raise
the drinking age to 21. Issue 2 would
require that all tax laws be passed by
a three-fifths majority of the state
Legislature, and Issue 3 would repeal
the 90 percent income tax hike pushed
i the Ohio House and Senate by
Gov. Richard Celeste at the beginning
of 1983.
Baird explained all three issues to
USG representatives and asked for
their consideration of the resolutions.
Other major topics included discussion of USG elections, which will
be for district representatives. Oncampus students may only vote for

one representative in their district,
and off-campus student may vote for
up to five.
ELECTIONS WILL be held today
and tomorrow. Polls will be open both
Siys from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
niversity Union, Moseley Hall and
the Business Administration Building, and today from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
at the Jerome Library. Students need
validation cards and picture identification to vote.
Baird also announced that local
retail merchants will be having a
voter registration booth and requested that representatives sign up
for times to vote. A previous drive to
register voters was cancelled due to
lack of interest, and Baird and the
other USG officers reminded representatives that they need to get
involved and do something for the
people they represent.
A new concern of USG is the Union.
Baird said he learned that University
administrators are making plans to

alter the Union so it will make a
profit.
Currently the Union is operating at
a loss and Baird said plans are being
considered to place a beauty shop on
the second floor and change the Falcon's Nest to a fast food restaurant
that would have a less extensive menu
than the Nest currently maintains. He
urged representatives to go to their
respective organizations and inform
them of the plans.
"They want to turn the place into a
mini-mall or something," Baird said.
"They made all the changes over the
summer when the students weren't
around."
The representatives also heard
short speeches from members who
wish to run for USG internal committees. Committees that need to be filled
are internal affairs, academic affairs,
student welfare, national, state and
community affairs, finance, and minority/human relations.
The next USG meeting will be Oct
4, at 7:30 p.m.

Clean up almost completed
Dg news stpff/Jomes Youll

Do you compute?

Junior elementary education major Kim Peter and freshman communication major Thomas
Ckirelli work out a class assignment on an Apple computer In Founders Quadrangle's new Apple
Lab.

Making homework easier

Apple labs open in dormitories
by Nancy Bostwlck
reporter

Students living on campus this
year are benefiting from an added
feature to campus residence halls.
During the second week of classes.
four Apple II computer labs opened
in Chapman, Treadway, Batchelder and Kohl Halls.
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean
of students, said the installment of
the labs will benefit resident stuj the pieces of'
required for freshman
and sophomore classes," she said,
adding the majority of these students are housed in the dorms.
Though not intended to be so, the
computers also serve as an incentive tor students to live on campus,
she said. During the winter months

the location of the computers will
be an advantage to students, eliminating long hikes to West Hall or
the Math Science Building. The two
former computer labs have since
been moved to the Side Door of the
Union and are available for student
and faculty use.
Robert McGeein, director of academic facilities planning, said the
labs were put in the residence halls
for two reasons. The first "was that
the Residence Life staff felt it
would benefit the students," he
said, adding it also was felt that
due to the large number of students
in the dorms, the computers would
be put to good use.
The computer labs located in the
dorms are only open to on-campus
residents. Students living off campus may use the computer lab in
the Union. In the past, the Apple II

Learn how to
make up your face...
FREE

Today...

computer lab on campus was only
available for students taking specific Accounting, Management Information Systems, and Computer
Science courses. The labs are now
available for use by all University
students.
The labs are open for students
from 3 p.m. to midnight Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday; 3 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and
noon until midnight on Sunday.
Student monitors, supplied by
Computer Services, are available
in the labs should students need
assistance.
As the semester progresses.
Paulsen hopes the students will
utilize the computer labs located in
the residence halls. "It's a real
advantage for students; we hope
they're going to enjoy them!," she
said.
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Remember about four weeks ago on
a Tuesday afternoon when you were
walking to class and all of a sudden it
got dark? Then it started to thunder
and lighting. Then you got wet when it
started to rain and found it almost
impossible to run because the wind
was blowing so hard.
You probably swore you would
never forget this storm as long as you
lived, but only remembered it after I
brought it up. Well, Bowling Green
Utility workers have not forgotten the
storm because they have been trying
to repair damage caused by it since
Sent I.
According to Lyle Wright, Director
of Utilities, all downed lines should be

—dateline-

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL Tucs., Sept. 27
through Sat. Oct. 1 receive a
regular soft drink with any
Cincinnati Chili purchase.

EM
!&*&

Phon. 352-7060

NOW OPEN Tuesday-Saturday
6:30-11:30p.m.
Kreischer Darrow Dining Hall

BASH RIPROCK'S

BASH
R1PROCKS

"WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY."

128 W. WOOSTER ST

354-3939

SUPER SAVINGS
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

BURRITO BONANZA

NACHO SPECIAL

75' OFF

PURCHASE ANY ENTREES AND RECEIVE
AN ORDER OF NACHOS FOR ONLY

PURCHASE OF ANY BURRITO
VALID 9/28/83
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER... NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS

69'

fixed by the end of the week. Power
will then be restored to the
fairgrounds and all temporary distribution lines are now in the process of
being taken down, he added.
"The problem was that a three
Quarter mile section of one of the
three main feeder lines that brines
power to Bowling Green from Toledo
Edison was knocked down," Wright
said.
"WE HAD to enter into an emergency contract to repair this line and
get people to assist in helping us put in
a high voltage system. That is what
the |72,000 was allocated to us for by
City Council last week," he added.
Wright said the total damage figure
will not be definite until later this
week, but it should be around $135,000.

the University Union, Moseley Hall
Dateline Wednesday, Sept 28,1963
and the Jerome Library.
Yearbooks - Students may pick up
their 1983 yearbooks today through McFall Gallery -An exhibit of paintFriday, M tun., in the Foyer of the ing and drawings by Linda Ames-Bell
of Toledo will be on display in the
University Bookstore.
Elections - Five on-campus and five rery through Oct. 16. Admission to
exhibit is free and open to the
off-campus representatives will be
elected to the Undergraduate Student public. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to
Government. Voting is open to all 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5
students from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7-10 p.m. Sunday.
Ejn. Ballots can be obtained in the
usiness Administration Building, Black Swamp - A public relations

BGSU WELCOMES

M«fl« Normon invite* you fo l»0"» •*• d«iig« 0"d cole* o» VOur
own bMutiM *«• Ouf i-omsKl B«Ou»y Adv.ion w.M i#o<h you how.
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by Jeff James
stall reporter

VALID 9/29/83

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. . .NOT
VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS.

COUPONS GOOD FOR EAT IN, CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY ONLY
WATCH FOR OUR SPECIALS IN EVERY WEDNESDAY
AND FRIDAY PAPERS.

Bowling Green Mayor Bruce Bellard said the $72,000 that was allocated to the Office of Municipal
Utilities by the City Council was from
an electric fund that is drawn from in
such cases.
"The fund is built on the profit that
comes from rate payers. The fund can
be used to replace lines, or in case of
an emergency," Bellard said.
"Although we try Xr Keep rates low,
we have to have someining to put into
this reserve. The amount of money in
this fund will always vary," he added.
Bellard said the money allocated to
the Utilities will be reimbursed by
insurance and then replaced back into
the reserve fund.
The city pays about $71,000 a year
for insurance coverage for the Municipal Utilities.

meeting for the Black Swamp magazine will be held tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in 305 Moseley. All persons interested
in promotions, advertising and fund
raising are encouraged to attend.
Theater - Tom Stoppard's "The Real
Inspector Hound" will be presented in
the Joe E. Brown Theater at 8 pjn.
tonight and will run through Oct 1.
General admission tickets are $1.50
and will be available at the door
beginning at 7 p.m.

KNOWLEDGE, LIKE LAUGHTER
IS BEST WHEN IT IS SHARED
Share some of your knowledge!

MINI-COURSE
INSTRUCTOR
if interested call the UAO OFFICE 372-2343

PAGLIAI'S
PIZZA
EASI-440 E. COURT

352-1596
SOUTH-945 S. MAIN

EVERY WEDNESDAY

SPAGHETTI DINNER
$1.50
11 am - 9 pm

THIS SPECIAL DRIVE-IN, PICK-UP OR
DELIVERED ON CAMPUS.

♦
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PCICO plans assistance
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Employees at the Public
Utilities Commission of
Ohio have suggested that
all gas and electric customers in Ohio help pay to
insulate about 740,000
homes of poor people.
It is one staff idea to help
people who can't afford to
pay winter heating bills.
The PUCO is expected to
adopt an assistance plan
before winter. The staff
plan suggests that low-income home owners and
renters receive grants to

insulate and make other
weather improvements to
houses.
The proposal does not
say how much money
would be needed to pay for
the seven-year program or
what it would cost utility
customers. Improvements
at each house would have
to produce greater savings
in utility bills than the cost
of improvements over a
period of years. Supporters
say a weatherization program would be cheaper
than the current cost everyone pays for those who

do not pay their utility
bills.
"THE LONG-TERM
benefits outweigh the
cost," Steven Osfrander,
spokesman for the Ohio
Consumers' Counsel, said
yesterday. Up to 25 percent
of a grant could be used for
other improvements
needed to make weatherization possible.
For instance, some
money could be used to
a leaky roof before
ceiling insulation is in-

"New" Home Buyers
FINANCING

f ,- GAS WATER HE AUR
• GAS HANGC

For More Details or See Our Model

Coll — RICK METZ
BUILDER
Call Today —352-7872
Call Sunn Kerfess ot - Niwlovt Realty, 3S2-SM1

I

r

MIXER
^
Oct. 1 1983
9:00 pm-1:00 pm

TOKYO (AP) - VS.
spokesmen denied Japanese news media reports
yesterday that the U.S.
Navy has located the flight
data and cockpit voice recorders of the South Korean airliner shot down by
the Soviets almost four
weeks ago.
"As of this afternoon, we
have not found the black
box; I'm not waffling on
that one," Lt Gary Shrout,
spokesman for the U.S.
Navy in Japan, said.
But his superior officer,
Capt. Heber Darton, was
less incisive. He said he
had been in contact with
Washington and 7th Fleet

headquarters in Hawaii,
and neither has anything
at all to indicate any
change in the situation."
President Reagan, asked
by reporters in Washington
if the United States had
recovered the recorders,
replied, "I have no knowledge that we have. No."
Alan Romberg, the State
Department's deputy
spokesman, said "we nave
absolutely no information
that would confirm the
Japanese media reports on
recovery." He told reporters "there is no indication
that anyone has located the
flight recorder and is about
to haul it up or anything of
that sort"

Reagan may ask
for expansion

PHASE III CONSTRUCTION
WILCOHt HOMC TO
INIMV SAVINGS IN
AN ALL 0*1 HOWC
i f OUH*»CD WITH
I V C** FUMUCC

Where is the'black box?'

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan said
yesterday he would ask for
congressional approval of
any substantial expansion
in the role of VS. troops in
Lebanon and would seek
agreement with Congress
if he thinks they must stay
for more than 18 months.
Reagan gave the assurances to anxious congressional leaders in a letter
designed to calm fears that
the administration may
not live up to its end of the
compromise struck with
Congress.
Those fears were
aroused when Secretary of
State George Shultz refused to tell a congressio-

nal panel what the
administration plans to do
with the troops after 18
months.
The compromise, which
Reagan has said he will
Xwith reservations, is
luled for a vote today
or tomorrow in the Senate.
Majority Leader Howard
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., has
predicted it will be approved after a possible
close vote on a move to
reduce the 18-month period.
It will then move to the
House, where the deeply
divided Democratic majority met in closed session
on the issue yesterday
without reaching
agreement.

BLACK SWAMP
&vnuwi,7tleuiwvii*t&,

STUDENT SERVICES FORUM

50c admission
LOTS OF DANCING AND GOOD TUNES!
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EDITOR
APPLICATIONS
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106 University Hall

Pre-Columbus Day

SALE!

Deadline: Friday, October 14
5 pjn. 106 University Hall
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$1.25
FASHION BUG OFF ANY
STARTS TODAV

LIMITED TIME ONLY

Bowling Green
FASHDN BUG
1129 S. Main

Fostoria
FASHION BUG
624 Plaza Lane

n thru Sat IO-»
Son 12-S

Tiffin
FASHION BUG
Tiffin Mall

U—your
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Charming Shopprrt
Chargm Card
VISA or MailfCord

LARGE (14")
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NAVY OFFICIALS in
Japan say they have no
direct information on the
progress of the search
north of Hokkaido, Japan's
northernmost island. The
U.S. task force reports to
the fleet headquarters in
Hawaii, the information is
relayed to the Pentagon in
Washington, and the Pentagon tells the Tokyo
spokesmen.
NHK, the Japan Broadcasting Corp., reported
Japanese government
sources told it U.S. ships
pinpointed the recorders at
a depth of 2,300 feet in
international waters west
of Moneron, a small Soviet

island off southwest Sakhalin.
Bolstering the report
that recovery operations
were about to begin, a
Navy helicopter flew two
officials of the Japanese
Maritime Safety Agency
and eight other foreign observers to one of the search
ships.
Japanese government
spokesman Masaharu Gotod^, the chief secretary to
the Cabinet said the Japanese officials were invited
to be present when the
Americans tried to bring
up the recorders. The U.S.
Embassy said the invitation to observe the search

was given to the Japanese
last week.
DARTON SAID the other
eight foreigners were from
governments whose citizens died aboard the airliner. But Kyodo news
agency said they included
two South Koreans and six
representatives of the International Civil Aviation
Organization, which is investigating the downing of
the plane.
NHK said the Navy ships
for the third time picked up,
electronic pings emitted
from the recorders, the socalled black box containing tape of the last 30
minutes of the plane's
flight.
*^

Anxious applicants

Ford hires sales people
CINCINNATI (AP) -

About 60 people were waiting at the door when Ford
Motor Co. officials began
taking applications yesterday to hire SO more sales
people at 15 dealerships in
Cincinnati and northern
Kentucky.
Robert Jones, Ford's district sales manager for the
Cincinnati area, said he
expects as many as 500
people to apply during yesterday and today, the two
days allocated for taking
applications at a Cincinnati inn. Ford and LincolnMercury dealerships are
participating in the program and will probably
each hire about two or
three new sales people
each, company officials
said.
The Ford hiring is the
latest boost to the southwestern Ohio economy.

NCR Corp., based in Dayton, announced Sept. 14
that it plans to hire 500
more sales representatives
nationwide by year's end
to sell the company's computers and electronic cash
registers.
Ford is hiring the 50 additional sales people to
handle an anticipated 15 to
25 percent increase in car
sales within the Cincinnati
area during the year's final three months, Jones
said. The Detroit-based automaker has staged similar mass-hiring programs
during recent months to
beef up sales staffs in Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Jacksonville, Fla., Cleveland and
Dayton, Ohio.
JONES SAID economists
and auto industry officials
are predicting that car
sales will increase by an
average of 12 percent to 15

RUIN
THE
ROCKETS
m»

percent during 1983's final
Suarter over the same pelod last year, and that the
upturn will continue into
"The timing is good," he
said of Ford's sales hiring
program.
About 30 new employees
hired in Dayton went
through two weeks of company training and started
work Monday, Jones said.
About 250 people applied in
two days for the Daytonarea jobs, he said. .
John Bmmert, a Ford
public affairs spokesman,
said the company is taking
applications from people
who lack sales experience
and is prepared to train
them. Applicants must
have their driver's licenses
and a high school diploma
but need not be college
graduates, he said.
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JACK'S BAKERY, E. WOOSTER
Tues. Oct. 4, 1983, 7:00 pm
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sports
Falcons among stat leaders
byTomhWk
spofisedita
There area lot of schools competing at the NCAA Division I level
of football, and plenty of offensive
and defensive powerhouses among
those more than 100 universities.
Wim yardage for the asking with
players likeNebraska's Mike Rosier and Brigham Young's Steve
Young - it would be nice for a
school to place an individual within
the NCAA offensive rankings. And,
a nice compliment to have a defense that can stop those yardageeaters.
IN THIS week's rankings, Bowling Green has four players deserving notice, quarterback Brian
McClure, defensive back Martin
Bayless and wide receivers Greg
Meehan and Stan Hunter.
McClure, the sophomore signalcaller, is ranked 18th among passers, based upon 78 completions in
1 JO attempts for 888 yards and five
touchdowns. He is also 12th in total
offense, averaging 343.3 yards per
game.
On the receiving end of a majority of McClure's strikes have been
sophomorees Meehan and Hunter.
Meehan a
and Hunter are ranked
seventh and 22nd among receivers,
averaging 6.7 and 5.3 catches per
game, respectively.
Bavless, who seems to have a
knack for picking off em-ant
pigskins, has four interceptions in
three games. It isn't new for Bayleas to be among the nation's theft
leaders, be ranked third in the
nation in 1981 (with seven thefts)
and ranked second in the MidAmerican Conference last year
with six interceptions.
WITH ITS wide-open passing
attack, and throwing success thus
far, BG is ranked third-nationally
in passing offense, averaging 300
yards per game. The Falcons are
ranked behind Brigham Young and
Vanderbilt.
Although BG's defense faced
some of the nation's toughest passing attacks in its first two contests,
giving up almost 500 total yards per

^ news s,a,"Pa,rick Sanaa
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Bowling Green's Lee Williams (36) puts the hit on Miami tailback Jay Peterson (22)
during action from last Saturday's 17-14 Falcon victory at Doyt. L. Perry Field.

contest, the rushing defense has
been able to bold its own.
BG is ranked 12th in rushing
defense, yielding only 87 yards per
game. The Falcons are ranked
above such traditional defensive
powers as North Carolina and LSU.
Even though BG won last week's
Miami game 17-14, the final score
was no Indication of the defense's
stalwart efforts. A shuout was a
distinct possibility until a controversial turnover led to MU's first
score, with the Redskins managing

to score again with only :14 left in
the game.
"I think our defense played well
enough to get the shutout," BG
head coach Denny Stolz said after
Saturday's game. "There were a
lot of big plays by the defense.
"But, I thought we could have
had 2-3 more interceptions," he
continued referrring to some
dropped passes by the secondary.
"Although I guess the defense can
drop the ball just like the offense."
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BG kickers have shutout skein
by Steve Quinn
sporls reporter
Shutout* are becoming a
regular happening For
Bowling Green's soccer
team. The Falcons have
won three of their last four
matches by shutouts, and
have only surrendered
nine goals on the year.
The most recent shutout
came Monday, when BG
defeated Central Michigan
1-0 in Mt. Pleasant Mich. It
was BG's seventh road
match this season.
BG'sgoal came courtesy
of a CMU defender. The
»a defender at[ to clear a Dennis
Wesley cross kick, but instead, he sent the ball in
the opposite direction, and
into the Chlppewa net.
Before the ball was deflected into the net, Wesley
had tried to kick across the
miHHln from 25-yards out
of the CMU goal, and as a
result of the deflection, received credit for the goal.
Wesley now has nine goals
and one assist giving, him
a team-high 19 points.
"We didnot respond well
for the game," BG coach
Gary Paunisano said. "We
knew they (CMU) could
not match us up man for
man, but we were flat in
the first half. Most of the
play was in our half of the
Held. They played a high
pressure game. The officials did an excellent job in
controlling the game. It
could have gotten pretty

igan (Saturday), Western Michigan
(Oct. 15), Northern Illinois (Oct. 22)
and Ohio University (Nov. 12)
through the ticket office.
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Like to know how
wine is made?

9/28 9/29 9/30

Come to the
Klingshirn Winery Tour
October 15
$7 fee includes tour
and wine tasting
Tup thru Oct. 13
UAO office. Must
be 21 and have valid
driver's license.
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• Quality Comes fint"
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Stanley H.Kaplan

The Smart
MOVE!

Daily Luncheon
Special
1/2 Sub & ChUi or
1/2 Sub & Salad
$1.95
(does not include steak, Duper or BBQ Beef)
(R. Beef. Hal. Saus and all Italian-15* extra)

PREPARATION FOR
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EDUCATION*!.
CENTER

Toledo, Ohio
536-3701

11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
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PERCH

$2.99

* NIGHTLY SPECIAL: 8-11pm
1/3 lb. Burger, 1/3 lb. Fries & Large Coke $2.29

E. WOOSTER ST.

T?

92 OFF

COUPON

10

325 E. WootUr St.
(Across From Teco Bell)

Any large pizza
with TWO or more items

FREE COPIES
8V. x 11 white only

*W
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1983
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
LOCATION: 130 E. Reed
Bowling Green, Ohio.
One Block East of North Mein Street.

=J

Free Delivery
l-TZZCr
OPIN 4 p.m.

352-5166

Free Delivery
iflKLvGilo*'
>NE COUPON PER PIZZA
l-TZZCr
ON
OPiN 4 p.m

352-5166

H

EXPIRES 10/31/83

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
rCgUPONi

50£ OFF
Any small pizza or large SUB

oEbOfUlbe' Free Delivery
l"TZZCr
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
PI

TERMS; Oath Day of Auction No Good* Removed Until
SetttdFor.
OWNER: Howard a "Sandy" Huffman
AUCTIONEER: N Keith Bradley. C A. I.
Phone: 255-2071. 362-3208
CLERK: Lou*) Roeebroek
Cashier Peggy Brigham

**%

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items

DISHES, GLASSWARE • SMALL APPLIANCES

**%

EXPIRES 10731/83

91 OFF

Sat of SAJI China, 12 Place Setting (Made m Japan);
FOSTOWA Glass; Set ol REED 1 BARTON 8 Place Setting
Srverwere (DRESOIN ROSE): Sal Pottery Dishes. 4 Place
Setting, Smtf Apptanoss; Canning Supples; Jars. Etc.; 30
Cup CoHee Urn. 3 Vacuum Cleaners. WESTNQHOUSE
Beetle Roaster; Numerous Cookbooks
FROM THE QARAQE
20" Rotary Lawn Mower; Real Mower; Lawn Spreader;
BBQ Ord w/SpH; 5' Wood Step Ladder; 20' Alumnum
Extension Ladder; TORO 14" Sno Pup Snow Blower. 18"
x 36 x 6' Steel Shelves. Numerous Yard Took).
.

■ Food Aveattxe Not Responsible For Accidents or Lota

o

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

JCOUPOMi

ETHAN ALLEN Solid Maple Bedroom Suite (Double Ores
ser, 2 Twin rjeds Complete, right stand], 2 ETHAN ALLEN
Drop Leel End Tables. Drop Leal ETHAN ALLEN CoHee
Table; ETHAN ALLEN S Leased Dining Room Table w/3
Leave*, Mat* J 4 ETHAN ALLEN Straight Chars. Maple
Chest ol Drawer*; Double Four Poatar Mahogany Bed; S
Drawer Chest ol Drawers. Mahogany Trimmed Wan Mirror.
Rof-t-way Single Bed Complete; ROWE Sola. 84 .
w/Brown Nylon » Wood Trim; 2 LA-Z-Boy Rocker Rectnera; Cheesebox Sewing Basket on Lags; 60" I 34" Wood
Desk, Wood Swivel Chair: 2 - 4'x4' Wood Box Shelve*: 4
Drawer Letter Sue File Cabinet; SAMSONITE Card Table S
4 Chairs; Dinette Sal w/4 Char*; 2 - 24" x 40" Cabinet
Beees w/Doors 8 Drawers; Old Wood Cabinet Base Back
Telephone Stand: 2 Wood Bookcase*; 2 Chests of
Drawer*; Lamp*.
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FURNITURE

510 E. Wooster
352-4497/332-9814

.
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Good wttrt this coupon / offer expires »»w

'LOIS*

II

I
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Locale* k. Sledha. Weerthepaln* Ceater
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FRIES-COLE SLAW

354-3977

MG.
$10
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The Rock Night
You've Been Waiting For

The B.6. NewsCoupon good

. .

ALL YOU CAN EAT
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"We cant rely on lust
one or two people," Palmisano said. ''No team can do
that. It has to be a complete team effort."
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are $2 for EMU, 83.25 for WMU, $1 for
NIUand$2forOU.

LAYER CUT

....

Michigan State.
The Falcons' success
can be attributed to a combination of strong defense
and strong offense. They
have tallied 28 times this
season, while their opponents have only been able
to score once in the last
four matches. It has been
this kind of team effort
that has given the kickers
a 6-1-1 record and a third
place ranking in the Mideast region.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

Bowling Green's women's volleyball team, under the direction of Denise Van De Walle, looks for its first
victory away from home against the
Ohio State Buckeyes tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Columbus.
Individuals can purchase tickets to
spil
The spikers
return to Anderson rp;
ay to lface Clarion
away games at an average discount of Arena this Saturday
35 percent off regular prices. Tickets State and Grand V alley.

firettw «Wf Aty MtrnqPtptr!

I.. ■.!.... .

The Hoosiers are ranked
first in the Mideast region
and second in the nation.
The Falcons will also be
playing Dayton, Miami
(Oh.) and Western Michigan.
"It is good to be home,"
Palmisano said. "We
played seven of our first
games on the road and the
record we have I will
match up with anybody.
We didn't play pansy
teams either.'1
BG's "road swing" included matches against
nationally-ranked Division
HI Ohio Wesleyan and regionally ranked Wisconsin.
Wisconsin-Green Bay, and

defense did
well. In the second
Tod Johnson started to
move the ball upfield
which was effective.
The Falcons bring the
long road show back home
today when they take on
the Eastern Michigan at

falcon football tickets on sate
Student tickets for the Bowling
Green-Toledo football game (Oct. 8)
are priced at 82.00 and will go on sale
at the Memorial Hall ticket office
today.
A valid student ID is necessary
when purchasing a ticket. Also, tickets for all Falcon away games are on
sale daily at the ticket office.
Groups of IS or more receive a $1
discount on group purchases of tickets
to away games against Eastern Mich-

3:30 p.m., on Mickey Cocbrane Field. The Hurons are
2-3 this season and are
coming off a 5-1 win over
Siena Heights.
Last year, the Falcons
beat EMU 1-0 on a free
kick by Neil Ridgway. The
Hurons had failed to set up
their defense on time and
Ridgway sent the ball into
the Huron net.
This will be the first time
BG will have back-to-back
matches before returning
to the road. In fact, BG will
play five matches before
they have to travel
again,among the five
teams is Indiana, the 1982
NCAA champions.

OPIN 4 P.m.

352-5166

J

EXPIRES 10731/83

Voted Best Pizza In 6.G.

ZOUPO
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sports Franco Harris keeps rolling

Americans hand over hallowed Cup
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) -On the sunsplashed portico of stately Marble
House, a tradition officially ended
yesterday. Alan Bond collected the
silver America's Cup he had pursued
for 10 years.
New York Yacht Club officials,
attired in black jackets, formally
presented the two-piece bottomless
pitcher to their Australian conquerors, clad in blue blazers.
"This is the greatest thing that you
could do for our country, Australia,"
Bond, head of the Australia II sailing
syndicate, told a midday crowd of
about 200.
Just 18 hours earlier, John Bertrand
bad steered the boat to a magnificent
comeback victory in the seventh and
deciding race against Liberty, the
25th defender of the Cup and the first
to lose it.

The Aussies had rallied to win the
last three races and had to battle back
in the clinching match after trailing
three ■quarters Into the competition.
Officials of the NYYC, which had
held the Cup since the first competition in 1851, said last week that if
Australia II won, a presentation
would be made yesterday in their
Manhattan mansion. Bond later said
he would send a messenger to get it.
Instead, a NYYC official hurried to
Newport after the race to band over
the trophy.
Released from its inner sanctum at
the New York residence, the Cup
Jed under the bright, cloudless
Varren Jones, Australia II executive director, leaned over and kissed
it. Bond touched it lightly. Ben Lei-

BG STUDENTS

HEALTH CARE CLUB-Open lo al
health cara admn majors and heath
related fields Introductory meeting
OCI5. 8 3Opm.102BA
PfiSSA MEETING
PuHc Real
■one Student Society of America
meehng tonight. T 30pm.BA 116 Al
majors welcome' Freshmen wet
oome

VOTE
KAREN STEVENS
tor
DISTRICT #3 REP
SEPT 28-28

Ipanleh ronstaalton hour Thursday. 0:00, style's Plus.
Sajdents are rerrwndea to check men
dorrrstory or on -campus maabones tor
•formation sheets sent out by the
Office of Registration and Records
Please return corrected forms as
soon as poeefcfe in order lo ensure
Via accuracy of your biographical

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Ig. orange a writ tiger male
neutered cat. wht chest, stomach a
pawa Fnenory barney pat. anawera lo
Petey Naada medicine daay Lost il
•toatty of Sand RUge > Maple Re
ward • found 1 returned Please call
363-5616 days or 352 4507 eves
LOST Dark purple velcro waaet n the
vaomty of Bachetder Hal Contents
ertrememry Blip 372-4367 REWARD' (No questions asked I
Hate Lost mala, mixed sheperd Tan
w/btack face Massing smce 9'I3
Anawera to Tats. Please contact
Pan— 372-2401 or 352-6455
Lo« JOT Jacket at Main St Sentmenaa value. Reward, no questions
aakad 23367
Led an ADM Activation Pin Help!
Or my roomie ami kill mat If found
nnmaci AOPI house 2-2640.

RUSSELL S SWEATS
" 810.50
Roc Center Pro Shop

Congratulations on your new posi
tuna Mary Hew* USG edvteory
committee tor long-range planning;
Allsha Chadwell advtaory commitlee for Finance". Aid We're very
proud of both of you' Love. Your
Alpha Pr. Sisters
Conr»ratuletlons Lambda CM Brothers of the Week! Cross Slower, Jn
Streyton. Ray Jaako. and Sunny
Oena Berryna Great po at the facuty
reception You put A LOT ol work Wo
HI We tove ya. your Alpha Xl Slatera
Dave Drursnen
These two years have meant more
than a tnettme to me I wteh I could be
mere lo celebrate I Love You. Have a
happy birthday Sea you In B day*.
Love Aim
DAVE — HAPPY 5TH! THESE PAST
FIVE MONTHS HAVE BEEN THE
BEST OF MY LIFE I LOVE YOU.
ALWAYS - USA
Dawn Burkey- CongreluWione on
your engagement tc Mike Ifapptneea
always Love In APT your sisters
Dap-How bout that Bio exam?
Maybe next time we 1 gel peal Chap

lor 2 Your roomie.
Dude-IYou poatorcMd)
I have to laugh.' you're not reefy from
cootvwa Karyn'a sidekick
DZ'S - HAD A GREAT TIME LAST
FW LETS DO IT UP AGAIN REAL
SOON THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
NU

BOB

FRESHMEN WELCOME'

BWtTHOAV CAKES!
Surprise a friend with a cekel Per
eaneaied, home baked. Call 3521760
Word processing for research papers, resumes, thesis, dissertations
ate Cal PWP 362-2636 after
5 30 or Anytime weekends
WILL DO BABYSITTING EVENINGS
AFTER 5 PM AND ON WEEKENDS
CALL MARGIE PACKER. 372-3174

PERSONALS
Thanka S.C.U.
'IBA'IBA'IBA-IBA'IBA'
International Business Aesoc.
MEETING TONIGHT
WED. Sept 21. 7:10 p.m.
200 Btoeeiey Hall
Full yr. member? Free T-Shlrt!
sWasA'asANaVVasA'
ALL DELTA ZETAS watch for a message in your on campus maaboxes
You never know when you wtl be
ATTENTION STUOENTS: H'a a fellow coMaage ol youra 21 at Birthday
today. Her naaaa Is Piobln Koyaa
and she iivss at 120 S. College.
Pteeee feel tree to atop by and wish
her a happy day or call 352-2118.
N'a a day to celebrate! We ail tove
yea Robl Have a great day' Your
housemates Dana. Colleen, Don>
diy. Beth and LeAiteai
i-You party animal That stuff
happens...a tot' Your 3rd roommate
RUSH ZST LITTLE SISTERS TOsSattT — 7:»0-*00 — IP'S NtOHT
BaageaCongrara on Notions chairperson I
know you'I do good since you have a
sewing machine Thanks for the popcorn. Fork
Peaty. I waa so proud of you at the
tootbat game on Sat The band
looked great doing the steps you
choreographed Love your 2nd rooms*. Dabble

Kim Janata: Congratmaana on your
AkHia Pl» peering' Wishing you much
happrieee. Your Atone PW SJassra

BUSH'ALPHA OELTS'RUSH
Mexican Fleets 5 30-kmlte
RUarl-ALPHA PELTS'RUSH

Lease. I can't beeeva you didn't as!
ma about your larnination to Dieco or
A P You reefy allocked me last night
at your carnal naaatng. (Do I sound
axe you?) Congrats' Love Your floo-

SAM B'S PRESENTS
TME ALL AMERICAN PASTY
SATURDAY NOON - 4PM
FOR U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
ALPHA TAU OMEQA UL SIS
THURS .SEPT. 2* t TUES..OCT. 4,
(:30-9:30pm. ATO HOUSE. IE READY TO HAVE A SUPER TIME!
BUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
Excuse Me. Judy .Debbie a Lisa.
Thank you tor al your advise and
understanding these peat few weeks.
I've finely deckled I'M STAYING'
Love. MeiadMi
Eye of Gemma Phi. Good try painting
the rock It sure got wet out there, but
we gave rt our beat Wei get 'em
next time' Get psyched, only 3 more
days unu Red Hot Goo Phoo Boo'!
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the Feattval
Series and see the Vienna Choir Boys
lor as me ea S3 75 Phone: 372
0171
FBI'S 5 AXO'S - GOOD TIME LAST
THURS IT WAS GREAT TO PARTY
ELSEWHERE FOR A CHANGE!
THANKS AGAaN. THE BROTHERS
OF SIGMA NU

SAM B'S BAA

artonelawein
21. 7:10 a.m.
•yHea
FroeT-Shfrti

M
FwHyr.

MY DEAREST KEUY Q. HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY' ONE YEAR DOWN
AND MANY MORE TO GO YOU'RE
MY LITTLE POOPS* SWEETIE I
LOVE YOU, DAVTO
Next-To-New Shop
CMtng t House weroe priced low
Open Tues 10-4 1 Frl 1-7
31. Akyyeoa) School. 2nd floor.
OillinlnSiiiil Ml Sam a. etudent
Ommmm union. 7:M Wad., October S. M4 Mnnliy Hal -"Thanka

S.C.U."
PATTY. HAPPY 20TH BwTTHOAY'
YOU MADE fT, YPEEII NO LONGER
LIVE WITH A TEENAGER DOES
TUB MEAN THAT YOU FOUND
YOUR "PLACE TO GROW UP'7 GET
READY FOR A FUN FILED NMHT.
LOVE. LAURA
Pkee-Wki or Loae. it's always fun to
be locked*!' with you! Thanka tor
the greet tvne Friday night! The Alpha
Ph£»
Poke t Clerv»e-CongrBtiaatlona on
being pniedll The Brothers of Sigma
1*1

Thanka SOU.
RUSH ZST LITTLE USTEM TONIOHT - T.»0*M - M'l NtOHT
RUSH HUSH RUSH RUSH
ALPHA TAU OetEOA Ul SIS
THUBS-JkEPT. 2f S TUES..OCT.4.
7:10 TO f:JOpm. ATO HOUSE. BE
READY TO HAVE A SUPER TWEI
RUSH turn turn turn
SicSic. Your tee-off tme m 11.00 on
Sat Oct. 1 .tor the Alpha Chi Omega
Open. Thanka tor signing upl Love
the Alpha cin's PS Maybe we can
fnd acme brownlee for you aajol

r—

APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS OCTOBER 3 lor Spring Semester '84:
February 1 tor Summer Term "84.
Early rtaartViat lor State Dept. AD,
Dopt ol Defense rrternshlpe Oct. 1
tor Summer Term '64; Jan. 16 for Fal
Semester 84 Early deaoenes for
US Attorneys Office. Dept of Juarice, and Neeonel mamma of Juatice
Feb 1 tor Summer Term '84; March
25 tor Fal Osmsslsr 84 Contact
Nancy MSar. Ctr tor Educ. Options.
231 Admin Bug (372-0202). tor
tTso*6i tnronTMOon.
tnprove ConOdence wtel Hypnoea
362^777.
$5 00 Style Spedel
el the Falcon Capper

352-8200-Expkee 10/2B/83

Take a drive for REAL ice cream. 17
•avers of ouatty Nafzingers We give
you your money's worth. The Getaway 986 S Mam

«ghl Oonut Dsfvery * Back
Starts Fndey

The Broken Boot wtl have Go Go
Dancers Frl. nee from 9-2 p.m The
tufuwsig week we be Thure. Frl. and
Sal. Amektut night-Sunday night

WILD WEEKEND
WHOEVER
DROVE OSS. HOME SATURDAY
NKaHT FROM PARTY ON S.COLLEQE. I THINK I LEFT MY BOOTS
AND KEYS M YOUR CAR. REWARD. CALL J52-2MO.

The Getaway 362-4162

The 00'a want to announce our MtdFa* pledge cktss Tim Berry (alee
MonaOuck. Rona. BM Lover). We
would axe to congratulate him on his
office of song chairman. Love. The
Dee Gee's

KEQS- KEOS-KEOS
For al your party needs cal your
PABST CAMPUS REP.
Mke Hart al 352-0876.

To af ray frlenda who supported me
and cams to stall ma while I was in
the hoepttsFA eery special thanka. I
love you eel Colleen
PA Happy Belated Birthday Marge
aWw MMy-Hopta it waa oooo.

Lambda CM Caanpua Tuck-in. Plain
teck-nt 75'. Tuck-m, bedtime atory,
mUk, 2 cookies 12.00. Phone 2-01M
or2-«MB
FESTIVAL SERES tickets are shl
aiialabla. Don't mats your chance to
see tour greet concerts" Phone:
372-0171.

TO MaCHAEL DAV10 SHOEN6AUM.
Happy Yom toppor- and remember a
uatzo for you, a matzo for mo, two
drunken matzo bats wa'l always be!
LOVE. NAOMI REBECCA TANNENBAUM

SUBSCRBE NOW to the 1983-84
Feeevel Sense and see work) re
nowned Artktts tor aa Ma aa $3.75 a
concert Phone 372-0171

To Tan al the AOPI house. Thank
you for a groat time at Dawn Dance.
From Jan
Trace-One of these days II talk to
you when I'm sober Your tme camia.
Chary!
Vote tor "Mr Ceddyshack today In
the Union Sponaored by AXO Soreray and Mark s Pizza "Vote today
Pophersr

I*

VOTE PARKER and EASTWOOD
USG OFF-CAMPUS REPS

SEPT. 28-28
"TWO FOR YOU t4 USO"

J*

WOW" WOW" WOW! BOB MAJESKA HAS MADE IT—2 DECADES
AND STILL KICKING" HAPPY
BWTH0AYBOB1

*
*
*

Y.w Y.F. - You sneeze weird What's
the It* Vang a sorority girl does
whan aha gats up si the morning?
Member? Ahhttl Cktp
Fal Tune-up Special
S12.85
Purcera Bke Shop 352-6264

Persona to operate bagel push cart.
Experience preferred
Apery at
Jack's Bakery. 1448 E Woosler
acroaa from hatrshrnan
House parantfal Ive-ln Bttleraweet
Farms - Exciting community for Autistic Aduas WtWtehouse. Oh. 4766986
Student for Ight housekeeping, some
chad care, 3 ahermuiBi weekly
Reterencee Neceeaary 352-8533

NIGHT DONUT DELIVERY

Donuts
Sendwtehes

Roommate wanted lor 1 bdrm turn
apt 220 Napoieon Rd SIOO mo S
eiec cal 354 2261

Say It
in
the

Need 4th lamaia to fi 2 bdrm act

362-7365
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT Newly
osccralad, appropraBe tor weoxtng
receptione. oenguets. fraternity and
sorority function 2 large rooms,
band stand, and dance floor, fenced
courtyard with tables
Kitchen
equipped with stove and refrigerators For more into cal 352-9378
Alter 5 cal 352 7324

C|a$s
\

H

tc-t&t&tc-tote't&Ks-t&fo

2&

4 ahetf stereo stand w/gstta door
Very good cond asking $50 00
3622776
Leather Coal Fur sned. hooded and
very warm, wafat length, $60.00.

3542182
1975 Monte Carlo, good condition.
$900 or beet offer, must sen Cat
352-7727.
0 week old pups Mother at rarebreed Auatrassn Shepherd Pups are
Ngrty ntaagent Exceeant with d*
dren Wormed. $15 Cat 352-5549
or 372-2111.
Coupon

books

for

$70 00 ■ 352-2775.

sale

Asking

76 Mustang 4 speed, low mis spa.
sxcetent cond Asking $1860 or
beat offer Cal 352-2754 after 5 30

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

THE REAL
INSPECTOR HOUND

Sept 28-Oct 1
Joe E. Brown Theatre 8:00 om
Tickets $1.50 at the door

Wednesday September 28
070 Overman
7:30

wht>n otdtxing ona dozen on dsllvsry!

ice Crsxsm

FOR RENT

?o

I*"

FOR SALE

BGSU SKI CLUB

Donuts and Rolls Mtotxad at Night Wad. thru Sun.

AT

HAPPY e-TTHOAY ItOBIN KEYESt

Go-Go Dancers
Apply M Broken Boot
153 E Wooatsr BG2-8pm

"He still plays Jokes, has a lot of
fun," said safety Donnie Shell.
"You can tell he loves to play football," said Stoelers Coach Chuck Noll.
"He has never lost that enthusiasm
for the game. He proves that if there
is something you want to do, and it's
important for you to do, you can still
doit."

Instant Puppy love1
Mmeture Deachunde now and later 8
weeks old now. 2 alters due for XMa* Champ tries, stud available
S176/UP. Tobuy/reeerve.inqutre. cal
DanM 20151, ext 295 or |1) 2572770

HELP WANTED
EARN MONEY AMD GAIN VALUABLE EXPEBAENCE SELLING MSPLAY ADVERTISING IN THE
TOLEDO AREA FOR THE BG NEW8.
MUST HAVE CAR. APPLY IM UNF
VSSSrrY HALL. 172-2001.

only one to break it
'T would Just like to be I
said.
Walter Payton of the <
trails Harris by only 738 ;
Dorsett of the Dallas
Karl Campbell of the Houston I
also have chances of surpi
Brown, if they can stay healthy.
But Harris Is clearly the first in
line, and if be breaks the record, Us
teammates say it will be because, at
age 33. he has maintained a boyish
enthusiasm for a man's game.

»NSWE« TO PREVIOUS I

Is Coming
Cut Out
Smoking
For 24
Hours

Nov. 17

MHI1M
I.1HUI1

I1IJHI1M
[il.MUl]

mma nnnun
nonnnnn aa

i ii )i nt i ii'! nu i nnrir.'

Innnu

nfiir"4'T

16" Pizza with
2 or more items
FREE DEUVERY
Expires: 10-15-83

THE GETAWAY

Ski ya there!

008 S. Main St.
352-4162

SIGN UP NOW
for

CPR WORKSHOP
Tues-Oct 11, 18
6-10 pm
PERRY CROGHAM ROOM,
UNION
$18.00/person
Payment upon sign-up in
UAO CfFCE

ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TIME!

I HOPE ONE DAY YOU COME BACK
TO ME' BUT RIGHT NOW I AM
HAPPY JUST BEING YOUR FRIEND
Jan Bob.
ConoretuBvhona on being elected Skj
Ep pledge ciaas president You're
always first in my heart' Love, Mich-

PU-TU

ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO

>

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1983
FALL PLEDGES

O

% Bill Bunting
£ Art DeLong
o Kevin Gaffney

Arf}

Chris Hubert
George Lewis
Todd McCall

o
<
o

"TODAYS PLEDGES TOMORROWS
LEADERS!"

r,|»rt"

NORTHEND PI.ZZA
$2.00 OFF

HOUOAYBtM'''MTV
HAPPY HOUR

IF YOU LOVE SOMETHING
SET IT FREE
r IT COMES BACK TO YOUtrs YOURS
fffTDYJESNTTHEN fT WAS NEVER MEANT TO BE

ilCIIIIl
UMI1H

************* ******************** k>Mt>>«sTaaaisaa>a>lasa>BaaBMBk«asa.saBt.MIB#.

This coupon good for. . .
13th Donut FREE

Haveaceae of the eraoys
Happy Hour everyday al 4
Downtown enjoy Little King XI

3Smm Csntsrs SLR, Intarchangeebte leneee. Can VleU 2-««2l or

latter »pm) 2-wot.

meeting tonight

Free BOSU Transfer
Last 3 days on our shirts
Wednesday Frklay
JEANS N' THINGS
531 Ridge St
QREEK NITE IS BACK"
EVERY MON. IPM CLOSE
SAM B'SIt 107 STATE ST.

Wed , Sept. !i, 7 JO p.m.

Skiers get perched lor Jackson
Hole Wye. and a whole lot morel
Attend die i.a.S.U Ski Club meeting Wed. Sept. 21 St 7:30 held in
076 Oaerssen HeM. Ski Ya Metro.

Mke W Catch a tasty wave and a
cool buzz and study hard tor Oct. 1st.
Is be thinking tor you The Crab I
Ketchup Lover

WANTED

BVatonell
Meeting Tonight

200 Moaslty Had
Fell yr. reentber? Free T-Shartl

SIGMA NU BROTHERS OF THE
WEEK ARE SKI * MONTY - GOOD
JOB WITH RUSH!

TUESDAY IS SAM B'S T-SHIRT
DAYI T-SHIRTS ON SALE $1.00
EACH All DAY. EVERY TUBS. IN

Wad,

In

382-6264

inert.

ka

Meanhwile in Washington, President Reagan told Australia's prime
minister Tuesday that If the America's Cup had to leave the United
States, ''I am delighted that its home
will be Australia - at least until the
next race."
Reagan made the remark in a message to Prime Minister Robert
Hawke.

■Sea) Hot IXMMMOBOO' la only M
hours away! Are you ona of those
kjoky a»en going? OET PSYCHEDII
Rent Good Roasr Skalas
$2 par hour. Purcef'a Bike Shop

Llss, Thanks for alwsys being there
and putttna up wtrh me Ml I got
beck on my feet. I Leve Ys KM! The
Lord sure Mllnl ate when ha
provided a friend Ms you. Love,

Commodore Robert G. Stone Jr.
presented Bond with the long bolt that
had held the Cup in place at the
NYYC. Then he handed Lexcen a
dented hubcap, a reference to rumors
that the Australians would flatten the
Cup and rename it the America's
plate.
"Thank you very much for this
magnificent bolt," Bond joked.

RUSSELL'S SWEATS
$1060
Roc Center Pro Shop

KD Spring Pledges - Some day eoon
We cant wall Can you? Low. Your
KO Setters

Check us for low
silk ecreenlna prices
Jeans N' Things. Ml twdeje St

WFAL < BUTONS ROCKNITE
TONIGHT' $1 00 ADMISSION WITH

TYPteQ
rueailaUiiit. thesis etc
352-0635 or 372-2261

Newport Mayor Paul Gaines likened Australia's ending of America's
132-year reign to the U.S. hockey
team's victory over the Soviet Union
in the 1960 Olympics.
"The better team won this time,"
he said.

Jon 6 Sue-Congrak BBMUI ■ on your
kwatartngl The Brothers of Sigma Nu

Bode-How bout them Browne? Hope
you can play He them Wednesday
Good Luckl -Your personal caddy.
Ferkjee-

Skiers don't miss the Ski Club
masting on Wad. Sept. 21 at 7:10.
Located m 070 Overman Hall Oat
►evened and thank enow.

After the formal ceremony, the
Aussies' new possession was passed
overhead from crew member to crew
member. An object of reverence had
become, for the moment, a plaything
to be enjoyed.
"We hope they will, of course, maintain this Cup the way we have," said
Rhode Island Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy, "but, for a shorter period of
time."

WFAL 1 BUTTONS ROCK NtOHT
TONIGHT"
FREE TTlAlvSPORTATION FROM
LBwON
6:30.B:30,10:30.H:16

CAMPUSJCITY EVENTS
SMS— Falcon Square Dane*
Club: Wad. Sap*. 2i at 7:JO In the
M.E. Comment. It you I*. lo aquara
•ance, oomal

cen, the winning boat's designer,
peered curiously at it and gave the

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Now that
durable but not daring Franco Harris
of the Pittsburgh Stoelers has surpassed 0. J. Simpson to become pro
football's second-leading rusher of all
time, his next target Is dearly in
focus.
"After No. 2 comes No. 1," Harris
said, referring to record holder Jim
Brown.
Harris, with 11J08 career yards,
trails Brown and his 12,312 yards by
1,003 yards. He needs to average 84
yards per game in the Stoelers' final
12 games to set the record this season.
That would seem like a difficult feat,
but considering that Harris has run
for over 100 yards in each of his last
three games and in five of his last six
regular-season games, it would not
seem that hard.
Though Brown's _ __
ered one of the sport's i
marks, Harris doeant i
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53 Favorite
ACROSS
1 Pitcher's asset
58 "...
folly
to be wise"
4 "Long ago and
58 Chemical
away..."
substances
7 Significance
13 Rocky formation 57 Brunch treats
61 Think about
14 Sale sign
18 Tina, Lana, of Ike 83 Tear
64 Mora
17 West, alliance
(somewhat)
18 In other words
20 Foretelling events 65 Certain Jockey
22 White poplar
66 Macaw
67 Takes care of
23 "You
what
68 Rhrer In Cheshire
you eat"
60 "With this ring
24 Hole In one
I thee
"
25 Spud
26 Pavarottl, for
ona
28 Himalayan peak
30 Lumped, aa
tobacco
DOWN
32 "But
on
1 On the summit
forever''
2 Bellow
33 Otherwise
37 Donkey's cousin 3 Unspecified
parson
38 Banquets
4 Begot
41 Keg contents
5 Tennis celebrity
42 Traffic elgn
44
on your lite! 6 Range rope
7"
Been a
48 Ona ol the
Long, Long Time"
Rockefellers
8 Undergo
47 Flooded
biological change
49 Neat, trim and
9 Kind of court
tidy
50 Restaurateur to 10 Beginning
Broadway stars 11 Royal, In Roma

12
15
19
21
26

Tester .
An old logy
Glacial period
Goad to activity
"
the night
before..."
27 Bridge position
29 Tlmeofdly.to
Browning!
31 Actress Merrill
34 What broke the
camel's back?
35 Kind ol machine
36 Part of a
countlng-out
thyme
30 Dry cleaner's
promise?
40 Something to
parse
43 Certain rackets
46 Cafe au
48 Moat sound In
decision making
50 Gulf of
,
Inlet of the
Aegean
51 Sharp, In Verdun
52 Boons s weapon
54 Lukewarm
58
ground
(retreat)
59 Ireland, ol ok)
60 Plan* of
WWIdayt
62 Mint, staff otfleer

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

